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What applications?
LCE = orientational order + mechanical stiffness
• Using birefringence (lens, polariser, etc.) in a free-standing element (no glass cell)
• Using spontaneous shape change (reversible actuation) in a variety of designs
• Using “soft elasticity” effect for vibration or impact damping

• Using more sophisticated LCE effects, e.g. SmC* ferroelectricity in a free-standing
deformable film …

The majority of current thinking (even at this Conference) is about actuation.
There are “benders” (easy, but no significant mechanical work possible),
there are “contractors” (but no “pushers”, also hard to deliver the stimulus).
There are thermal-, solvent- and photo- actuators; people keep asking about
electric stimulus, but it is hard to see beyond the basic Ohmic heating, which
is not really a good option.

Where is the “haptic” technology now?
Haptic refers to technology that interfaces to the user via the sense
of touch by applying forces and/or motions

Vibration in response to key tap is now standard in
smartphones. Development is active in the areas of data
transfer: diagnostic (data flow out) or informative (data flow
in).
Example: the pin calculate the amount of force in and sends
it to the CPU and the position sensors calculate the position
of the user. Cooling water keeps the entire mechanism cool

Why LCE are “made” for haptic application?
The map of actuators known to man (engineers) does not include LCE.
If it had, we would see : strain~10-100%, stress~50-500kPa, time~1s

Huber, Fleck, Ashby: Proc. R. Soc. Lond. A (1997)
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CNT/LCE Composite: why not use electric-actuation?
Aligned CNT segments in a monodomain (uniaxial) nematic LCE
Enhanced dielectric constant+anisotropy, mechanical response to E-field.
Remote triggering (this is different from electric heating!)

E-field

We have done a lot of research on conductivity of CNT/polymer composites
(a lot of confusion in the literature) – and we do not want them conducting!
Courty, Mine, Tajbakhsh, Terentjev, Europhys. Lett. (2003).
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Aligned CNT segments in a monodomain (uniaxial) nematic LCE
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Courty, Mine, Tajbakhsh, Terentjev, Europhys. Lett. (2003).

Why not use UV-actuation?
Azobenzene (and stilbene) derivatives isomerise on photon
absorption and this leads to photo-actuation of LCEs
UV-actuation of monodomain (uniaxial) nematic LCE is better studied, although
there are suggestions of useful photo-mechanical effects in polydomain LCEs
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Why not use UV-actuation?
Azobenzene (and stilbene) derivatives isomerise on photon
absorption and this leads to photo-actuation of LCEs
The exact matching of the reversible photo-mechanical response and the
nematic birefringence (i.e. the order parameter) proves the mechanism

Response is often slow (minutes)
UV is expensive (and harmful)
Polymers degrade under UV

Cviklinski, Tajbakhsh, Terentjev, Eur. Phys. J. E, (2002).

CNT-LCE composites: photo-induced local heating!
CNTs absorb all light and convert it to heat fast and efficiently
(even reports of self-ignition on illumination: Ajayan 2002).
CNT-polymer composite is also a much better conductor of heat, so the cooling
rate is also enhanced.
Local internal heating (fast) to affect the local
nematic order; the overall sample temperature
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Recent work on CNT-polymer composites by
Huang+Terentjev, includes the ways to ultrasonically cut
CNTs “to size”, disperse them in a target matrix, monitor
dispersion and alignment, and understand conductivity
The talk by Jean Marshall yesterday

CNT-LCE composites: photo-induced local heating!
CNTs absorb all light and convert it to heat fast and efficiently
(even reports of self-ignition on illumination).
Investigations show that the visible light
penetrates to a depth about 1/8mm =
125mm (which is about 1/2 of our films) at
0.1wt% of CNTs

The main actuation has no dependence
on the wavelength of light in the visible to
IR range.
There is a strong effect in response to
changing incident light intensity (we want
the lowest intensity – to save power and to
protect the actuator from over-working).
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Braille display: haptic perception
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Dynamic haptic display: current state
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CNT/LCE composites respond to IR-Vis light
Actuated by an LED, 660 nm
power density 0.1 .. 0.5 W/cm2

It is presently used for 10x10 display
The next stage, approaching marketable use, is 80x80 display. The main
limitation is excess heating of many LEDs – and the consistency of blisters…
http://www.noms-project.eu/

Conclusion
• We have learned to manipulate CNTs – cut them into short segments of desired
length, coat them with particular “surfactants” to disperse in a given matrix, and
achieved their individual alignment in nematic LCE
• Broad-spectrum light absorption by CNTs, and their efficient conversion of it
into local heat, allows making LCE actuators triggered remotely and individually.

• Several designs of the Braille blister actuator (pillar Ø1-1.2mm, minimum height
change 50mm, minimum force 15-30mN), with associated optics and electronics
are powered by a common LED (350 mA, 0.1-0.5 W/cm2). …Large arrays require
an additional cooling system
• We hope this is 2 years away from the market.
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